Out of the train station, a bus called **MB** will take you to **MONTBENON**. There, next to the Parking, there is an elevator that will take you down to the FLON, where you have the metro called **TSOL**.

Take the **TSOL** in the direction of **RENENS CFF** and get off at the **EPFL** station (= 9 stops).

**Additional information**
- There is a **TSOL** departure every 10 minutes.
- The price of the ticket is CHF 2.80 valid for one hour and for both bus & **TSOL**.
- The trip, from Lausanne train station to the EPFL stop, lasts about 30 minutes. You can add about 10 minutes walking to get to your EPFL final destination.
- By taxi, the drive will last about 20 minutes, and will cost around 25 CHF.
LCAV is located in Building BC, 3rd floor. Meeting room: BC 329